Two different patterns of entrainment of ventricular tachycardia.
In a patient with two morphologic forms of ventricular tachycardia, rapid pacing from different ventricular sites produced two distinctively different patterns of entrainment. Pacing from sites contralateral to the site of emergence of ventricular tachycardia caused progressive fusion. Following pacing, the interval (return interval) between the first tachycardia beat (return beat) and the preceding beat was equal to the pacing cycle length. Near the site of emergence, the local electrogram of the return beat was morphologically identical to that of the preceding paced beats. In contrast, pacing from sites ipsilateral to the site of emergence did not cause fusion. The return intervals increased with decreasing pacing cycle lengths. The local electrogram of the return beat was morphologically different from that of the preceding paced beats. Using a model of ventricular reentrance, both patterns of responses can be explained. Pacing impulses arising from sites contralateral to the site of emergence activate the latter orthodromically. Fusion occurs between the emerging tachycardia wavefront and the next pacing wavefront. In contrast, pacing impulses arising from sites ipsilateral to the site of emergence activate the latter antidromically. Fusion is not observed because collision within the area of slow conduction prevents the emergence of the tachycardia during pacing.